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QUESTION 1

Identify the two true statements about shared members. 

A. You can assign a custom attribute value to a shared member. 

B. You can define a member formula for a shared member. 

C. You can assign security rights to a shared member. 

D. There is no limit to the number of shared members that you can create for the base member. 

E. Shared members may be defined for Accounts and Entity dimensions only. 

Correct Answer: CD 

C: Access cannot be assigned directly to a shared member. You assign access rights to shared members in one of two
ways: 

*

 From the security assigned directly to the base member 

*

 From the security assigned at the parent or ancestor of the shared member 

D: You can create multiple shared members for the base member. A base member must exist before you can create a
shared member, but there is no limit to the number of shared members you can create for the base member. 

E: Shared members are available for Entity, Account, and user-defined custom dimensions. " Shared members contain
read-only values and are only available in the Entity dimension. " 

 

QUESTION 2

Identify the two true statements assuming you are working with a single application with multiple plan types. 

A. A user-defined custom dimension may exist in one plan type but not the other plan types. 

B. A user-defined custom dimension may have members in one plan type but not the remaining plan types. 

C. All members in the entity dimension must exist in all plan types. 

D. All members in the accounts dimension must exist in all plan types. 

E. All periods must exist in all plan types. 

Correct Answer: AE 

A: Properties for User-Defined Custom Dimensions include property Valid for Plan Types which is used to select plan
types for which the dimension is valid. Clearing this option makes all members of the dimension invalidfor the
deselected plan type. 
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User-defined custom dimensions differ from the Entity and Account dimensions in that you assign valid plan types at the
dimension level, not at the member level. All members of a user-defined custom dimension are valid for plan types
assigned at the dimension level. 

Note: Specify one to three plan types for the application. A separate Essbase database is created for each plan type.
You cannot change the name or number of plan types after creating an application. 

As you create accounts, entities, and other elements of the application, you associate them with plan types, so the
database for each plan type contains only information relevant to the plan type. This optimizes application design, size,
and performance. 

 

QUESTION 3

Based on the following design: Plan type 1: Summary Plan type with all Accounts by Entity Plan type 2: Sales Plan type
with Sales by Product by Entity Plan type 3: Salary Plan type with Salary Expense by Employee by Entity You need to
get Sales data to the Summary plan type. Identify the two true statements about 

sharing revenue data between the sales plan type and the summary plan type. 

A. Planning will build in @XREF calculations in a calc script by default to share data between plan types. 

B. A replicated partition could be created to replicate data from the sales plan type to the summary plan type and this
would be done if we wanted to store the sales data in the summary plan type. 

C. A transparent partition and @XREF calculations could have performance issues for retrievals because data is not
stored; it is dynamically calculated. 

D. A calc export script on the source database with the DATAEXPORT command could be used to export data out of
the revenue plan type and calc import script on the target database with the DATAIMPORT command could be used to
import the data file to the summary plan type. 

E. To disable the building of @XREF, update the HSPProperties file for the application before you click Create during
the application creation process. 

Correct Answer: BC 

B: Replicated Partition: 

A portion of a database, defined through Partition Manager, used to propagate an update to data mastered at one site to
a copy of data stored at another site. Users can access the data as though it were part of their local database. 

C: 

Transparent partition: 

A form of shared partition that provides the ability to access and manipulate remote data transparently as though it is
part of your local database. The remote data is retrieved from the data source each time you request it. Any updates
made 

to the data are written back to the data source and become immediately accessible to both local data target users and
transparent data source users 

Note: @XREF 

Enables a database calculation to incorporate values from another Essbase database. 
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The following terminology is used to describe the @XREF function: 

Data target: the database on which the current calculation is running (that is, the database on which the @XREF call
originates). 

Data source: the database that is queried by the @XREF function. This database may be remote (that is, on a different
machine than the data target). 

Point of view: the member combination currently being calculated on the data target (that is, the member combination
that identifies the left hand side of a calculation). 

The @XREF function retrieves values from a data source to be used in a calculation on a data target. @XREF does not
impose member and dimension mapping restrictions, which means that the data source and data target outlines can be 

different. 

Note #2: 

Hyperion planning\\'s Plan Types treated as individual databases in underlying Essbase database comes with inherent
facility to share data and dimension members across plan types in Hyperion Planning or equivalent databases in
underlying 

Essbase. This reduces the need for additional development/maintenance effort when compared to Planning systems
based on Standalone Essbase. The Hyperion Planning user would seldom realize that the dimension members belong
to 

multiple databases. While this might be an area of concern while using Standalone Essbase to build planning system. 

 

QUESTION 4

Management dictates a major reorganization of the company structure, meaning you need to rebuild the Entity
dimension from the beginning. You need to delete members in the Entity dimension. Identify the three true statements
about deleting members from a Planning application. 

A. You must delete members one by one. 

B. You must delete a reference to a member from all data forms before deleting it from the dimension. 

C. In a data form definition, you selected @IDescendants(IT) for the entity dimension in the page section. The IT
member will remain but 2 of its 10 cost centers are being removed. You must remove the reference to "IT" in this data
form. 

D. You should back up all data for the deleted entity members; after a member is deleted, the data is not retained. 

E. A database refresh is required after deleting members from the Entity dimension. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

B: members of the dimension entity must be first delete in data forms and then in the library dimension 

D: Make a backup to retain the information. 

E: A refresh of the database is required. 
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QUESTION 5

Identify two true statements about the DATAEXPORT calc script command. 

A. Using DATAEXPORT within the FIX statement of a calc script allows you to export specific data sets from an
Essbase database. 

B. DATAEXPORT only exports level zero data. 

C. DATAEXPORT only exports to flat files. 

D. DATAEXPORT only exports entire data blocks. 

E. DATAEXPORT is faster than Essbase Report. 

Correct Answer: AE 

A: To develop a calculation script that exports a subset of data, you first specify the SET DATAEXPORTOPTIONS
command to define options for export content, format, and process Use FIX...ENDFIX or EXCLUDE...ENDEXCLUDE
calculations to select a slice of the database and use a DATAEXPORTCOND command to select data based on data
values. 

Note: The DATAEXPORT command enables calculation scripts to export data in binary or text, or directly to a relational
database. A set of data-export-related calculation commands qualify what data to export and provide various output
and 

formatting options. 

Compared to using other methods to export data, using a calculation script has the following advantages and
disadvantages: 

Advantages: 

Enables exporting a subset of data. 

*

 Supports multiple targets: flat files, relational databases, and binary files (not B, C, D) 

*

 Provides many flexible options for type and format or data. 

*

 As part of a calculation script, can be easily deployed in a batch process. 

*

 Can be very fast when the dynamic calculation export option is not used because DATAEXPORT directly accesses
Kernel storage blocks in memory. (E) 

*

 Provides, through binary export-import, a faster way to back up and restore data because the compressed format used
by binary export requires less storage for the export files. 
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*

 Can be used as a debug tool to trace batch calculation results by using the DATAEXPORT command before and after
other calculation commands to track data changes. 

Disadvantages 

Contains limited data formatting options compared to Report Writer formatting. 
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